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We examine the structure and drivers of anomalous phytoplankton biomass in Southern
Ocean eddies tracked in a global, multiyear, eddy-resolving, 3-D ocean simulation of the Community Earth
System Model. We examine how simulated anticyclones and cyclones differentially modify phytoplankton
biomass concentrations, growth rates, and physical transport. On average, cyclones induce negative
division rate anomalies that drive negative net population growth rate anomalies, reduce dilution across
shallower mixed layers, and advect biomass anomalously downward via eddy-induced Ekman pumping.
The opposite is true in anticyclones. Lateral transport is dominated by eddy stirring rather than eddy
trapping. The net effect on anomalous biomass can exceed 10–20% of background levels at the regional
scale, consistent with observations. Moreover, we find a strong seasonality in the sign and magnitude of
regional anomalies and the processes that drive them. The most dramatic seasonal cycle is found in the
South Pacific Antarctic Circumpolar Current, where physical and biological processes dominate at
different times, modifying biomass in different directions throughout the year. Here, in cyclones, during
winter, anomalously shallow mixed layer depths first drive positive surface biomass anomalies via reduced
dilution, and later drive positive depth-integrated biomass anomalies via reduced light limitation. During
spring, reduced iron availability and elevated grazing rates suppress net population growth rates and drive
the largest annual negative surface and depth-integrated biomass anomalies. During summer and fall,
lateral stirring and eddy-induced Ekman pumping create small negative surface anomalies but positive
depth-integrated anomalies. The same mechanisms drive biomass anomalies in the opposite direction
in anticyclones.

1. Introduction
Surface chlorophyll anomalies in mesoscale eddies have been observed across the global ocean (Frenger
et al., 2018; Gaube et al., 2015; Large, 1998; McGillicuddy et al., 2007) and are thought to dominate global
spatiotemporal variability in phytoplankton distributions (Doney et al., 2003; Glover et al., 2018). The mechanisms driving this variability appear to be highly variable in both space and time and are hitherto not fully
understood (Frenger et al., 2018; Gaube et al., 2014). The Southern Ocean, in particular, is characterized by
strong mesoscale activity (Meredith, 2016) associated with a highly variable biological response (Frenger
et al., 2018). Better understanding the mechanistic underpinning of eddy-modified phytoplankton populations is necessary to better understand the Southern Ocean's role in global biogeochemical cycling (Marinov
et al., 2008; Siegel et al., 2014) and atmospheric carbon uptake (Hauck et al., 2015).
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It is difficult to determine the mechanisms driving eddy-induced biogeochemical anomalies because eddies
simultaneously modify the environment in a number of different ways (McGillicuddy, 2016) (Figure S1 in
the supporting information). Southern Ocean cyclones, which are associated with a cold sea surface temperature anomaly (−SST′ ) and negative sea surface height anomaly (−SSH′ ), rotate clockwise, stratify the
water column as they dome isopycnals (Dufois et al., 2014; Gaube et al., 2019; Hausmann et al., 2017), and
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induce Ekman-downwelling as they alter the curl of the relative wind stress (Dewar & Flierl, 1987; Gaube
et al., 2015). The opposite is true of anticyclones. Both cyclones and anticyclones trap water at their core as
they propagate and stir water around their periphery as they rotate. The strength with which any particular
mechanism can modify biology is sensitive to local environmental conditions such as the meridional chlorophyll gradient (Chelton, Schlax, and Samelson 2011; Frenger et al., 2018) or the depth of the winter mixed
layer (Song et al., 2018). In the context of regional and basin-scale biogeochemical cycling, understanding
variability in the mechanisms that drive phytoplankton biomass anomalies is fundamental to understanding whether eddies are actually stimulating or suppressing new production via biological mechanisms or
only moving biomass around via lateral and vertical transport mechanisms.
Biological mechanisms in eddies can induce biomass anomalies from the bottom-up by modifying division
rates as well as from the top-down by modifying loss rates (i.e., grazing, mortality, and sinking). In the
Southern Ocean, division rates are limited by light (Nelson & Smith, 1991) and iron (Boyd, 2002; Carranza &
Gille, 2015). Eddies can modify depth-averaged light and nutrient limitation by redistributing biomass and
iron profiles. The relative effect of these mechanisms in simulated eddies was examined extensively in Rohr
et al. (2020) and found to be dominated by the anomalous vertical transport of iron, leading to depressed
division rates in cyclones and elevated division rates in anticyclones throughout most of the year. In the
Southern Ocean, loss rates are predominantly driven by grazing (Deppeler & Davidson, 2017). Eddies can
reduce grazing efficiency by reducing stratification and thereby diluting phytoplankton across anomalously
deep mixed layers (Behrenfeld et al., 2013).
Lateral transport mechanisms can induce biomass anomalies by advecting biomass across a horizontal gradient as an eddy rotates or propagates. Lateral transport can modify both surface and depth-integrated
biomass provided that the scale of the background gradient is large relative to the spatial scale of the eddy
(10–100 km; Frenger et al., 2015), and the timescale of advection is faster than that of the relaxation of
large-scale anomalies. Eddy stirring is the process by which eddies disturb the background gradient as they
rotate, typically with timescales of days to weeks (Chelton, Schlax, and Samelson 2011). Eddy trapping is
the process by which nonlinear eddies (i.e., those with a rotational speed faster than their propagation speed
Flierl, 1981) trap and transport water at their core as they propagate (Early et al., 2011; Flierl, 1981; Lehahn
et al., 2011). Propagation speeds in Southern Ocean eddies are typically an order of magnitude lower than
their rotational speeds, meaning that the majority are nonlinear (Chelton, Gaube, et al., 2011) and also
implying that they do not propagate very far (Frenger et al., 2015). In turn, lateral stirring tends to dominate relative to trapping in Southern Ocean chlorophyll observations (Chelton, Schlax, and Samelson 2011,
Frenger et al., 2018).
Vertical transport mechanisms in eddies can induce surface biomass anomalies by redistributing biomass in
the water column. In cyclones, increased near-surface stratification can lead to shallower mixed layer depths
(Dufois et al., 2016; Hausmann et al., 2017), reduced dilution, and anomalously high surface biomass concentrations, while eddy-induced Ekman downwelling can advect biomass to depth and lead to anomalously
low surface concentrations. Finally, upwelling induced by eddy pumping during the formation of cyclones
(Falkowski et al., 1991) could increase surface concentrations if there is biomass at depth to advect upward.
The opposite is true in anticyclones.
The variety of physical and biological mechanisms helps explain why there is such a high degree of spatiotemporal variability in anomalous biomass within eddies throughout the Southern Ocean (Frenger et al.,
2018) and the world at large (Gaube et al., 2014). For example, in the South Pacific Antarctic Circumpolar
Current (ACC) observations (Dawson et al., 2018; Frenger et al., 2018; Song et al., 2018) and simulations
(Song et al., 2018) agree that eddies exhibit a seasonal flip in the sign of surface chlorophyll anomalies during
the winter. Frenger et al. (2018) point out that this seasonal reversal cannot be explained by either stirring
or trapping and hypothesize that it must be attributed to a combination of modifications to light availability, iron limitation, and grazing efficiency (Carranza & Gille, 2015; Le Quéré et al., 2016; Smetacek et al.,
2004), but they lacked the observational capacity to constrain these processes. Song et al. (2018) employed
a numerical simulation to examine depth-integrated light and iron limitation and concluded that this flip is
controlled by eddy-modified light availability, but did not explicitly examine division rates, net population
growth rates, or dilution. Using the same numerical integration employed by Song et al. (2018), Rohr et al.
(2020) confirmed that this flip is, in fact, associated with a coincident reversal in the direction of division rate
anomalies, but the degree to which physical dilution and/or elevated loss rates driven by improved grazing
ROHR ET AL.
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efficiency (Behrenfeld et al., 2013) contribute was not addressed. Moreover, it remains unclear how physical
and biological mechanisms more generally interact to modify biomass throughout the Southern Ocean.
Here we employ the same numerical simulation as Song et al. (2018) and continue to analyze the same
set of simulated Southern Ocean eddies that were identified and tracked in Rohr et al. (2020). We examine
spatiotemporal variability in surface and depth-integrated biomass anomalies within eddies (section 3.1)
and the eddy-induced mechanisms that drive a biological response in phytoplankton net population growth
rates (section 3.2) while simultaneously physically transporting biomass (section 3.3). In addition to broadly
characterizing eddies over the entire Southern Ocean, specific focus is dedicated to the South Pacific, where
eddies exhibit the most coherent signal (Song et al., 2018), consistent zonal structure, and the deepest winter mixing. Large South Pacific eddies within the ACC are further highlighted because they exhibit the
most dramatic seasonal cycle, featuring a seasonal reversal in the direction of anomalous biomass (Frenger
et al., 2018; Song et al., 2018). The vertical structure of this seasonal cycle is examined in section 3.4 before
we discuss which mechanisms drive these anomalies in section 4.1. Finally, we consider the overall effect
of regional and basin-scale biomass anomalies in section 4.2. Complete Southern Ocean distributions of
various eddy-modified anomaly fields are provided for reference in supporting information Figures S3–S14.

2. Methods
2.1. Numerical Simulation
We analyze a global, multiyear, eddy-resolving, 3-D numerical simulation integrated with the ocean, ice, and
biogeochemistry components of the Community Earth System Model 1. The physical ocean simulation is
Parallel Ocean Program Version 2 (Smith et al., 2010), vertical mixing is based on the K-Profile Parameterization (Large et al., 1994), sea ice is treated using CICE4 (Hunke & Lipscomb, 2008), and biogeochemistry is
treated with the Biogeochemical Element Cycle model (Moore et al., 2013). The simulation was forced with
atmospheric data from the Coordinated Ocean-ice Reference Experiment I “normal year” (Griffies et al.,
2009; Large & Yeager, 2004) and run for 5-years after initialization (see Harrison et al., 2018, for details on
initialization), with model output saved as 5-day means. This is the same simulation employed in Rohr et al.
(2020) and each component is described in greater detail there.
Within Biogeochemical Element Cycle, phytoplankton carbon biomass, Cphyto (mmol C), is resolved for three
phytoplankton pools: diatoms, small phytoplankton, and diazotrophs. The carbon biomass concentration
of each pool, [Cphyto ] (mmol C/m3 ), is independently modified by biological rate terms as it is simultaneously mixed and advected by the physical ocean model. Global solutions integrated at a coarser resolution
have been widely validated against global data sets and shown to capture basin-scale spatial distributions in
productivity, chlorophyll concentrations (Doney et al., 2009; Moore et al., 2004, 2013), and carbon cycling
(Lima et al., 2014; Long et al., 2013; Moore et al., 2013). More recently, this exact high resolution simulation has been shown replicate observations of seasonal variability in the distribution of mesoscale surface
chlorophyll anomalies in the ACC (Song et al., 2018).
2.1.1. Rate-Based Modification of Biomass
d[Cph𝑦to ]
Class-specific phytoplankton net population growth ( dt
) is governed by a photosynthetic net primary
3
productivity term, Pphyto (mmol C/m day), and opposed by a loss term, Lphyto (mmol C/m3 day), such that
d[Cph𝑦to ]
dt

= Pph𝑦to − Lph𝑦to .

(1)

Pphyto is composed of a volumetric specific division rate, 𝜇 phyto (day−1 ), multiplied by the biomass concentration (Pphyto = 𝜇phyto ∗ [Cphyto ]). The 𝜇 phyto is governed by temperature dependence, multinutrient limitation,
and light availability and is described in detail in Rohr et al. (2020). Southern Ocean division rates are
predominantly limited by light (Fauchereau et al., 2011) and iron (Boyd, 2002). This simulation is able to
reproduce basin-wide distributions of iron (Moore & Braucher, 2008) and realistic Southern Ocean mixed
layer depths, which control effective light availability (Harrison et al., 2018). In turn, simulated population
specific division rates are within the observed range (Sakshaug & Holm-Hansen, 1986; Spies, 1987; Smith
et al., 1999).
Lphyto (mmol C/m3 day) is composed of a volumetric specific loss rate, lphyto (day−1 ), multiplied by the biomass
concentration (Lphyto = lphyto ∗ [Cphyto ]). The lphyto is composed of a nonlinear grazing rate, grphyto (day−1 ), a
linear mortality rate (mortphyto (day−1 ), and a quadratic mortality/aggregation rate.
ROHR ET AL.
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The nonlinear grazing term, which dominates losses in the Southern Ocean (Deppeler & Davidson,
2017), is governed by a temperature dependent, nonlinear function (Holling Type III Holling, 1959) of
the phytoplankton concentration such that zooplankton become more efficient grazers as phytoplankton
concentrations increase,
)
(
[Cph𝑦to ]2
max
∗ [ZC ],
grph𝑦to = 𝜇zoo;ph𝑦to ∗ LT ∗
(2)
2
[Cph𝑦to ]2 + gph𝑦to
max
where 𝜇zoo;ph𝑦to
(day−1 ) is the maximum zooplankton specific grazing rate on phytoplankton class phyto, LT is
the dimensionless temperature dependency term, gphyto is the zooplankton grazing coefficient (mmol C/m3 ),
and [ZC ] is the zooplankton carbon biomass concentration (mmol C/m3 ). The parameterization of grazing
in global climate models is still a topic of ongoing debate (Laufkötter et al., 2015; Le Quéré et al., 2016;
Sailley et al., 2013). However, the nature of the mechanistic pathways described here hinges more on the
grazing functional form than the specific values of parameterized terms. Nonlinearities in the simulated
predator-prey relationship (Holling, 1959) ensure that zooplankton become more efficient grazers as the
concentration of phytoplankton increases. Still, this grazing framework does not include discrete aspects of
zooplankton life history like diapause, where grazing completely shuts down in the winter (Fiksen, 2000;
Varpe, 2012), regardless of the mixed layer depth or degree of dilution, which could mitigate the effect of
eddy-induced mixing anomalies on dilution-driven modifications to net population growth rates.

All together, the volumetric specific net population growth rate, rphyto (day−1 ) is equal to the difference
between the specific division rate and loss rate,
rph𝑦to = 𝜇ph𝑦to − lph𝑦to .

(3)

Simulated population specific net growth rates are within the observed range (Boyd et al., 2001).
2.1.2. Physical Transport of Biomass
The physical transport of biomass is dominated by fluxes (mmol C∕m2 ∕s) from horizontal advection
(Uphyto , Vphyto ), vertical advection (Wphyto ), and vertical diabatic mixing (Mixphyto ). All flux terms are averaged over the 5-day time step over which model output is saved. Vertical fluxes are positive in the upward
direction.
2.2. Model Analysis
2.2.1. Biomass
The majority of observations (i.e., Gaube et al., 2014, Frenger et al., 2018) and modeling work (i.e., Gaube
& McGillicuddy, 2017; Song et al., 2018) have focused on how eddies modify surface populations. Unfortunately, surface concentrations may not always be a good indicator of the depth-integrated biomass inventory
(Carranza et al., 2018; Rohr et al., 2017) because of dilution during deep mixing (Behrenfeld et al., 2013),
biomass that may exist below a shallow mixed layer (Behrenfeld et al., 2013), or the potential of nonuniform
profile distributions (McGillicuddy et al., 2007; Siegel et al., 1999). In addition to considering surface concentrations ([Cphyto ]S ), here we also focus on depth-integrated biomass inventories (𝛴 Cphyto ) and profiles of
depth-resolved concentrations ([Cphyto ]z ). In all cases biomass is integrated over the two regionally dominant
phytoplankton pools: diatoms and small phytoplankton.
2.2.2. Biological Rate Terms
Biological rate terms are expressed both as depth-resolved values (𝜇z , lz , rz ) and biomass-weighted,
depth-averaged values (𝜇𝛴 , l𝛴 , r𝛴 ), such that
∑

∑

z=0m

ph𝑦to=sp,diat

∑

∑

z=0m

ph𝑦to=sp,diat

∑

∑

z=0m

ph𝑦to=sp,diat

water column

𝜇Σ =

water column

lΣ =

water column

rΣ =
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𝜇z,ph𝑦to

lz,ph𝑦to

rz,ph𝑦to

[Cph𝑦to ]z ∗ h
ΣCph𝑦to

[Cph𝑦to ]z ∗ h
ΣCph𝑦to

[Cph𝑦to ]z ∗ h
ΣCph𝑦to

,

(4)

,

(5)

,

(6)
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where [Cphyto ]z is the biomass concentration at a given grid cell and depth (mmol C/m3 ), h is the height of
the grid cell (m), and the 𝛴 Cphyto is the depth-integrated sum of diatom and small phytoplankton biomass
(mmol C/m2 ). Biomass-weighted, depth-averaged rate terms describe the effective population-specific rate
terms for the full column inventory in a manner that is consistent with the time evolution of the vertical
biomass profile and depth variability in division and loss rates.
Biomass-weighted, depth-averaged rate terms are needed to capture the complete biological response to
eddy perturbation, which can both modify the vertical profiles of growth conditions (e.g., iron availability)
as well as the vertical distribution of phytoplankton subject to those conditions. It is important to capture,
for example, what percent of the depth-integrated phytoplankton population has access to eddy-enhanced
iron at depth. By representing the mean state of the entire column-integrated phytoplankton population,
results are sensitive to eddy-modified variability in the vertical distribution of growth conditions, biomass,
and community composition, while accounting for dilution during deep mixing (Behrenfeld et al., 2013;
Rohr et al., 2017) and the possibility of nonuniform biomass profiles or subsurface maxima (McGillicuddy
et al., 2007; Siegel et al., 1999).
2.2.3. Vertical Transport Mechanisms
We examine depth-resolved profiles of the diabatic mixing flux of carbon biomass, MIXC (mmol C∕m2 ∕s),
and the vertical advection flux of carbon biomass, WC (mmol C∕m2 ∕s), as well as the flux into the surface
ocean (1–10 m). Surface fluxes are expressed as MIXC, S (mmol C∕m2 ∕s) and WC, S (mmol C/m2 ∕s), respectively. The vertical velocity of eddy-induced Ekman pumping, 𝛺Ek (m/s), is estimated diagnostically from
the curl of the relative surface stress and described in detail in Rohr et al. (2020).
Regarding vertical mixing, this specific simulation has been shown to capture deeper, more realistic winter
mixed layers and improved spatial patterns throughout the Southern Ocean (Harrison et al., 2018) relative to other simulations. However, it does not produce the same asymmetry in observed eddy-induced
mixed layer depth anomalies reported by Hausmann et al. (2017). The simulation overestimates the magnitude of cyclonic anomalies (Rohr et al., 2020). The implication of this on basin-scale anomalous biomass is
addressed in section 4.2. Regarding vertical advection the simulation accurately captures the net upwelling
observed in Southern Ocean (Morrison et al., 2014; Tamsitt et al., 2017). The simulated eddy demographics that drive eddy-induced Ekman pumping (e.g., size and speed) compare well with observations (Rohr
et al., 2020).
2.2.4. Lateral Transport Mechanisms
Explicitly prescribing the effects of lateral transport is complicated by dynamic and permeable eddy boundaries, simultaneous internal modifications, interactions with other mesoscale features, and a Lagrangian
reference frame. Here, we estimate the maximum potential for an anomaly to be created by an isolated eddy
moving across the climatologic field. Following Frenger et al. (2018), the size and direction of this potential anomaly can be constrained by the size and direction of the biomass gradient and the size, polarity, and
propagation path of the eddy in question. Both, Southern Ocean chlorophyll distributions (Harrison et al.,
2018) and eddy demographics (e.g., radius and propagation) (Rohr et al., 2020), are reproduced favorably
in this simulation. This approximation allows for the scale of anomalies that could be induced by lateral
processes to be compared to the biological and vertical sources of anomalous biomass.
Briefly, the trapping potential (TRAP) represents the anomaly that would be created if source water at the
eddy's origin was adiabatically trapped and transported across the climatologic biomass field with perfect
efficiency. This represents an upper bound, as eddies exchange some degree of water with their surroundings
as they propagate, even if they are nonlinear (Beron-Vera et al., 2013; Haller, 2015). The trapping potential
is computed by subtracting the biomass climatology at the time and location of any realization (t = i; x = i),
from the biomass climatology at the same time (t = i) but at the location of eddy formation (x = 1), such that
Biomass TRAP = BiomassClim,

x=1, t=i

− BiomassClim, x=i,

t=i .

(7)

The stirring potential (STIR) represents the maximum anomaly related to an asymmetric dipole created by
rotational stirring across westward propagating eddies, in which only the leading edge modifies undisturbed
waters (Chelton, Schlax, and Samelson 2011; Frenger et al., 2018). This represents an upper bound because
there will be some degree of averaging across the footprint of the eddy. The magnitude of this anomaly is
estimated by multiplying the magnitude of the meridional gradient by the diameter of the eddy. Stirring
across zonal gradients is not considered; however, in the open Southern Ocean, far from coastal boundary
ROHR ET AL.
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currents, zonal gradients are much weaker than meridional gradients. The direction of the anomaly is prescribed based on the polarity of the eddy, direction of the gradient, and an assumed westward propagation
relative to the mean flow (Frenger et al., 2018).
2.3. Depth Extrapolation
Some model output is extrapolated at depth, as storage limitations prevent saving the full-depth profiles of all
prognostic tracers. In this simulation, biomass, biological rate terms, and light and iron limitation terms were
archived to 150 m. If the mixed layer depth (MLD) is shallower than 150 m it is reasonable to assume that
biomass below 150 m cannot access the euphotic depth (∼100 m) and is likely negligible. In turn, we assume
biomass concentrations are zero below 150 m if MLD < 150 m. During the winter though, deep mixing can
penetrate well below 150 m. In order to diagnostically characterize biomass beneath what has been explicitly
saved during deep mixing events (MLD > 150 m), all relevant profiles are linearly extrapolated to the base
of the MLD and assumed to drop to 0 immediately below the MLD. Southern Ocean observations support
the approximation of an uniform biomass profiles across deep winter mixed layers (Uitz et al., 2006).
2.4. Anomaly and Climatology Fields
Anomaly and climatology fields were created identically to those described in Rohr et al. (2020). A detailed
description of smoothing techniques and justification of filter size can be found there. Briefly, spatial
anomaly fields for each relevant variable (var′ ) are computed by removing the mean field (var ) from the raw
field (var), such that
var ′ = var − var.

(8)

Mean fields were created by smoothing the raw fields with a 2-D low-pass loess filter. Background climatology fields (var Clim ) were computed by averaging each year day of model output (saved as 5-day averages)
across the 5 years of simulation and then smoothing those fields in time and space. Anomaly fields were
′′
divided by the corresponding climatology to create normalized anomaly fields (var ).
var ′′ =

var ′
.
var Clim

(9)

2.5. Eddy Identification and Tracking
The complete set of Southern Ocean eddies analyzed here is identical to those analyzed in Rohr et al. (2020).
Eddies were identified and tracked as closed contours in the SSH anomaly (SSH′ ) field using the parameter
less algorithm originally developed by Chelton, Gaube, et al. (2011) and adapted by Faghmous et al. (2015).
Each simulated eddy track is composed of eddy “realizations” identified at 5-day intervals. The distribution
and demographics of observed eddy tracks from Chelton, Gaube, et al. (2011) compare favorably to those of
simulated tracks, particularly north of the marginal ice zone (see Rohr et al., 2020). All variables are averaged
over the lateral footprint of each eddy realization. An eddy variable is referred to as anomalously high (low)
if the mean anomaly of all grid cells within the eddy is greater (lesser) than 0.
2.6. Eddy Subsets and Composite Averages
The Southern Ocean is defined from the pole to 40◦ S (e.g., Figures S3–S14 and 3a–3c). Eddies are said to be
in the South Pacific (e.g., Figures 1–8) if they are found between 80◦ W < Lon < 180◦ W and are south of 40◦ S.
Eddies are said to be in the ACC (e.g., Figures 3d and 3e, 6, and 8) if they are within the −20 and −80 cm
SSH contours (Frenger et al., 2018), defined dynamically by the daily SSH climatology (SSH Clim ). Eddies are
referred to as large if their radius is greater than 50 km and their SSH′ amplitude is greater than 5 cm.
Eddy composite averages displayed in Figures 1–6 are averaged across all eddy realizations that fall within
a given spatiotemporal bin. Composite anomalies are considered statistically significant if a one-sample t
test rejects the null hypothesis that the sample set of eddy anomalies in a given bin comes from a normally
distributed population with mean equal to 0 at the 95% confidence level.

3. Results
3.1. Anomalous Biomass in Eddies
3.1.1. Anomalous Surface Biomass
Throughout the Southern Ocean, surface biomass concentrations ([CPhyto ]S ) are anomalously high in
roughly half of all cyclones and roughly half of all anticyclones, with a high degree of variability in the size
ROHR ET AL.
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Figure 1. Composite averaged annual cycle of anomalous biomass in South Pacific eddies. Anomalous (a, b) surface
′
′
biomass concentrations ([CPhyto ]S ), and (c, d) depth-integrated biomass inventories (𝛴 CPhyto ) are plotted for cyclones
(on the left) and anticyclones (on the right). Anomalies are plotted as a function of season and SSH. SSH serves as
dynamic proxy for latitude to help align meanders in the ACC during zonal averaging. Only eddies in the Pacific sector
(80◦ W < Lon < 180◦ W) of the Southern Ocean (Lat < 40◦ S) are included. The climatologic ice edge (Ice Fraction >
80%) is overlaid with a solid black contour. The ACC is denoted with dashed horizontal lines. Composite anomalies are
averaged across all eddy realizations that fall within a given bin, with the upper and lower 5% of values excluded.
Composite anomalies are considered statistically significant if a one-sample t test rejects the null hypothesis that the
sample set of eddy anomalies in a given bin comes from a normally distributed population with mean equal to 0 at the
95% confidence level. Bins that are not statistically significant are denoted with a black x.

and direction of anomalies, regardless of polarity (Figure S3 and Table S1). However, cyclones and anticyclones rarely modify surface biomass in the same direction at the same time in the same region. Instead,
surface biomass within cyclones and anticyclones in spatial-temporal proximity is typically modified in
opposite directions, but by a similar magnitude.
The most coherent seasonal variability occurs in the South Pacific, especially in the ACC (Figures 1a and 1b).
Within South Pacific ACC cyclones, surface biomass is generally elevated during the winter and depressed
during the spring (Figure 1a). The largest magnitude anomalies occur in the late winter and spring, when
surface biomass can be elevated by upwards of 20% of background climatologic values. The opposite is generally true in anticyclones (Figure 1b). In terms of phenology, this can shift the spring bloom earlier in
cyclones relative to anticyclones. After the spring bloom subsides, surface biomass is relatively depressed in
cyclones and elevated in anticyclones, but the magnitude of these anomalies is largely reduced in the summer and fall. North of the ACC, the signal is less consistent, and often statistically insignificant. South of the
ACC, the seasonal cycle is generally reversed and associated with the advance and retreat of sea ice.
3.1.2. Anomalous Depth-Integrated Biomass
Throughout the Southern Ocean the direction of the anomalous depth-integrated biomass inventory
′
(𝛴 CPhyto ) is often consistent with the anomalous surface biomass concentration, particularly during the late
winter and spring when anomalies are the largest (Figure S4 and Table S1). During this period the effects
of eddies on surface and depth-integrated biomass are well coupled, although the magnitude of anomalous
depth-integrated biomass is not as large as anomalous surface biomass relative to background conditions,
with winter and spring time anomalies reaching 5–10% of climatologic values.
In the South Pacific there are two instances where surface and depth-integrated biomass are not
well-coupled (Figures 1c and 1d). The first is in South Pacific ACC eddies during the early winter, while
the mixed layer is deepening, when surface biomass anomalies become statistically significant prior to
depth-integrated biomass anomalies. This decoupling is tied to physical dilution (see section 4.1.1). The
ROHR ET AL.
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Figure 2. Composite averaged annual cycle of anomalous biological rate terms in South Pacific eddies. Identical to
′
Figure 1 but for anomalous biomass-weighted, depth-averaged, population-specific (a, b) division rates (𝜇 𝛴 ), (c, d) loss
′
′
rates (l𝛴 ), and (e, f) net population growth rates (r𝛴 ).

second exception is in South Pacific eddies during the fall and summer, where surface and depth-integrated
biomass are consistently modified in different directions. This decoupling is tied to eddy-induced Ekman
pumping (see section 4.1.3). However, in the late winter and spring, when biomass anomalies are the
largest, depth-integrated and surface biomass anomalies are well-coupled and tied to eddy-modified
depth-integrated net population growth rates (see section 4.1.2).
3.2. Anomalous Phytoplankton Net Population Growth Rates in Eddies
3.2.1. Division Rates
Throughout the Southern Ocean, simulated biomass-weighted, depth-averaged, division rates (𝜇𝛴 ) are generally depressed in cyclones and elevated in anticyclones with magnitudes roughly 5–10% of background
climatologic values (Figure S5 and Table S1). This is clearly evident in the South Pacific throughout the
majority of the year, with the exception of eddies within the ACC in the winter deep mixing period when
the sign of anomalies is reversed (Figures 2a and 2b). Eddy-modified division rates are predominantly
driven by an anomalous advective flux of iron transported via anomalous eddy-induced Ekman pumping
(Rohr et al., 2020). However, the seasonal flip in sign is associated with large mixed layer depth anomalies
in which anomalous light availability is large enough to compensate for the coincident, competing effect
of anomalous iron availability. See Rohr et al. (2020) for a detailed description of the mechanistic drivers
controlling anomalous division rates.
3.2.2. Loss Rates
′
Throughout the Southern Ocean, simulated biomass-weighted, depth-averaged, loss rate anomalies (l𝛴 ) are
generally well correlated with division rate anomalies (Figure S6 and Table S1). Anomalous loss rates are
composed of contributions from eddy-modified grazing (Figure S7), mortality (Figure S8), and aggregation
(Figure S9) but are driven primarily by eddy-modified grazing rates. Anomalous grazing rates are an order
of magnitude larger than the other terms (Figure S2) and much better correlated with anomalous loss rates
ROHR ET AL.
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Figure 3. Seasonal evolution of rate terms. The seasonal evolution of (a, d) climatologic and anomalous (b, c, e, and f) population averaged rate terms is
provided for (a–c) the average of all Southern Ocean eddies as well as (d–f) the subset of only large South Pacific eddies within ACC. (a, d) Climatologies,
(b, e) cyclone anomalies, and (c, f) anticyclone anomalies are provided from left to right. Each panel is broken into the evolution of component rate terms
′
′
′
(𝜇𝛴 in black; l𝛴 in red) on the bottom and the net population growth rate (r𝛴 in black) on the top. The day of the climatologic mixed layer depth maximum
and minimum is denoted with dashed and solid vertical blue lines, respectively.

(r = 0.98). Eddies influence grazing efficiency via processes that modify phytoplankton biomass concentrations. In turn, anomalous grazing rates are positively correlated with anomalous division rates, which
increase biomass concentrations (r = +0.69), and negatively correlated with mixed layer depth anomalies
in deep mixing winter ACC eddies, which dilute biomass concentrations (r = −0.51). The tight coupling
between anomalous division and loss rates is clear in Southern Pacific eddies (Figures 2a–2d).
3.2.3. Net Population Growth Rates
Throughout the Southern Ocean, biomass-weighted, depth-averaged, net population growth rates (r𝛴 ) are
generally depressed in cyclones and elevated in anticyclones, with typical magnitudes of 1–3% of background
climatologic values (Figure S10 and Table S1). Anomalous net population growth rates are driven by the
′
′
′
competing effects of anomalous division and loss rates (r𝛴 = 𝜇 𝛴 − l𝛴 ) but are, on average, dominated by the
effect of eddy-modified division rates. This is possible even though anomalous division rates and loss rates
are generally well coupled (r = 0.73; Table S2) because anomalous division rates typically lead and exceed
anomalous loss rates by a small margin, driving net population growth rates down in cyclones and up in
anticyclones. Averaged across all Southern Ocean eddies, the seasonal cycle of eddy-modified rate anomalies
shows that even though the sign of anomalous division rates and loss rates is the same, the magnitude of
anomalous division rates is consistently larger (Figures 3a–3c). In turn, the seasonal cycle of anomalous net
population growth rates qualitatively resembles that of anomalous division rates, with both coincidentally
peaking in magnitude, shortly before the background MLD shoals to its annual minimum. The positive
correlation between anomalous division rates and anomalous net population growth rates suggests a strong
bottom-up control in which the effect of eddies on the factors that modify division rates (e.g., light and iron)
(Rohr et al., 2017) dominate those that modify loss rates (e.g., dilution).
In the South Pacific, eddy-modified net population growth rates are also often controlled by anomalous
division rates, typically leading to depressed net population growth rates in cyclones and elevated net population growth rates in anticyclones (Figures 2e and 2f). However, the seasonal cycle within large eddies
ROHR ET AL.
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in the South Pacific ACC is more complex (Figures 3d–3f). Here, during most of the winter, when modified light availability drives a reversal in the direction of division rate anomalies, net population growth rate
anomalies follow suit, consistent with a bottom-up control. However, during late winter mixing and subsequent spring shoaling there is a period of top-down control, in which the effect of eddies on loss rates
dominates their effect on division rates. Here, the magnitude of anomalous loss rates exceeds that of division rates, briefly driving anomalous net population rates in the opposite direction of anomalous division
rates. Eventually, by the time the mixed layer has shoaled, a bottom-up control returns and division and net
population growth rates are modified in the same direction throughout the summer and fall.
3.3. Anomalous Physical Transport of Phytoplankton Biomass in Eddies
3.3.1. Horizontal Stirring and Trapping
The potential for eddies to induce an anomaly by stirring biomass across a background gradient as they rotate
([CPhyto ]S STIR) is much larger than the potential to induce an anomaly by trapping biomass at their core as
they propagate ([CPhyto ]S TRAP). The magnitude of potential anomalies induced by horizontal transport is
similar in size to their associated biomass anomalies; however, the actual effects of stirring and trapping are
likely less pronounced, as the potential computed here represents an upper bound (see section 2.2.4).
Throughout the Southern Ocean the direction of biomass anomalies that can be induced by stirring is necessarily opposite in colocated cyclones and anticyclones due to the direction of their rotation, but there is a
great degree of spatial-temporal variability in the size and direction of the stirring potential following variability in the background biomass gradient (Figure S11). For example, in the South Pacific, large spring
blooms in the ACC and marginal ice zone lead to large meridional gradients and the largest potential for an
anomaly to form via lateral stirring (Figures 4a and 4b). During the spring, the size of this potential anomaly
can reach 10–20% of background climatologic values. In westward propagating cyclones, which rotate clockwise, the anomaly is expected to be positive where the background gradient is increasing north to south
(Figures 4a and S11). The opposite is true in anticyclones (Figures 4b and S11).
Eddies can also transport biomass via trapping, but the potential (Figure S12) is consistently less than that of
the stirring potential (Figure S11) and more often statistically insignificant. For example, in the South Pacific,
the potential influence of trapping is either very small or statistically insignificant throughout much of the
year (Figures 4c and 4d). This is because simulated Southern Ocean eddies do not typically propagate far
from where they originate, which is consistent with observations (Frenger et al., 2015). Where the potential
for trapping is statistically significant (e.g., the springtime ACC), it generally operates in the same direction
as stirring, but with a much lower potential magnitude.
Trapping in ACC cyclones typically has the potential to induce an anomaly in the same direction as stirring
because ACC cyclones have a disproportionate tendency to propagate northward relative to anticyclones in
this simulation. This is consistent with observations by Frenger et al. (2015) that cyclones are more likely
to pinch off ACC fronts to the north. In turn, the northward propagation of cyclones across a meridional
gradient should induce the same sign anomaly as the westward propagation and clockwise rotation across
the same meridional gradient (Frenger et al., 2018). The opposite logic applies to anticyclones.
3.3.2. Vertical Transport
3.3.3. Vertical Mixing
Eddies with anomalous mixed layer depths can physically mix biomass to different depths than surround′
ing waters via an anomalous diabatic vertical mixing flux (MixC ). The anomalous vertical mixing flux is
′
′
generally upward (+MixC ) in eddies with anomalously shallow mixed layer depths and downwards (−MixC )
in eddies with anomalously deep mixed layer depths. This is because the biomass profile generally has a
downward concavity, meaning that active vertical mixing works to smooth the vertical gradient by mixing
high surface concentrations down to depth. Note that an anomalously upward mixing flux does not necessarily mean there is an upward flux of biomass, just a smaller downward flux relative to surrounding
waters. Throughout the Southern Ocean, cyclones, especially large cyclones in waters with deep background
mixed layer depths, typically exhibit anomalously shallow mixed layer depths (Rohr et al., 2020) and typically induce an anomalously upward mixing flux into the surface (Figure S13). The opposite is true in
anticyclones.
In the South Pacific ACC, where winter mixing is deep, winter anticyclones mix more biomass deeper into
the water column while cyclones concentrate more biomass closer to the surface relative to surrounding
waters. During the winter and early spring, large anomalous mixed layer depths in South Pacific ACC eddies
ROHR ET AL.
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Figure 4. Composite averaged annual cycle of anomalous physical transport mechanisms in South Pacific eddies.
Identical to Figure 1 but for physical transport mechanisms. Above, the potential surface biomass anomalies that could
arise from (a, b) stirring (STIR) and (c, d) trapping (TRAP) characterize the lateral transport mechanisms. Below,
′
′
anomalous (e, f) mixed layer depths (MLD ) and (g, h) eddy-induced Ekman pumping velocities (𝛺Ek ) characterize the
vertical transport mechanisms.

(Figures 4e and 4f), often upward of 20% of climatologic values, drive a large anomalous vertical mixing flux
of biomass into the surface ocean, often upwards of 10% of background climatologic values. Eddies with
smaller mixed layer depth anomalies, such as those in the summer and fall, have smaller vertical mixing flux
anomalies that do not penetrate as deep into the water column (Figures 5a and 5b). Note that eddies with
mixed layer depth anomalies in a direction opposite their expected isopycnal deformation (e.g., cyclones
with anomalous deep mixed layer depths) are associated with smaller, less consistent, and less statistically
significant vertical mixing flux anomalies (right half of Figure 5a). This is likely because these eddies are
generally smaller, less well resolved and may not be actively mixing (Rohr et al., 2020).
Anomalies in the vertical distribution of biomass within South Pacific eddies are generally consistent with
their associated mixed layer depth anomalies (Figures 5e and 5f). South Pacific cyclones with anomalously
shallow mixed layer depths mix less biomass to depth (left half of Figure 5a), leading to an increase in
surface biomass and decrease in biomass at depth relative to surrounding waters (left half of Figure 5e). The
ROHR ET AL.
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Figure 5. Anomalous biomass fluxes and concentrations associated with vertical transport mechanisms South Pacific eddies. Values are averaged across the
same set of South Pacific eddies as in Figures 1, 2, 4, and 7. In the top half of the figure depth profiles are provided for the anomalous vertical (a, b) mixing
′
′
′
′
flux of biomass (MixC ) and (c, d) advection flux of biomass (WC ) in South Pacific cyclones (left) and anticyclones (right). MixC and WC are plotted as a function
′
′
of their driving mechanisms, the anomalous mixed layer depth (MLD ), and the anomalous eddy-induced Ekman pumping velocity (𝛺Ek ), respectively. Fluxes
are positive in the upward direction. In the bottom half of the figure, (e–h) depth profiles are provided for the anomalous biomass concentration associated with
the same vertical transport mechanisms. Bins with anomalies that are statistically insignificant from 0 at the 95% confidence level are marked with a black x.
The frequency of eddy realizations that fall in each bin on the x axis is plotted above the corresponding profiles; cyclonic (dashed lines) and anticyclonic (solid
lines) distributions are included in each plot for comparison.

opposite is true in anticyclones with anomalous deep mixed layer depths (right half of Figures 5f and 5b).
Modifications to the biomass profile in eddies with mixed layer depth anomalies in a direction opposite their
expected isopycnal deformation (e.g., right half of Figures 5e) are associated with weak vertical mixing flux
anomalies (e.g., right half of Figure 5a) and likely driven by eddy-induced Ekman pumping, which acts to
advect biomass down in cyclones and up in anticyclones (see below).
3.3.4. Vertical Advection
′
Eddies with anomalous eddy-induced Ekman pumping velocities (𝛺Ek ) can physically advect biomass to dif′
ferent depths than surrounding waters via an anomalous vertical advection flux (WC ). Eddy-induced Ekman
′
pumping velocities are necessarily anomalously downward in cyclones (−𝛺Ek ) and upward in anticyclones
′
(+𝛺Ek ) due to the direction of the rotation of their surface currents (McGillicuddy, 2016). In turn, through′
out the Southern Ocean the anomalous vertical advection flux is consistently downward (−WC ) in cyclones
′
and upwards (+WC ) in anticyclones (Figures S14).
ROHR ET AL.
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In the South Pacific, it is clear that almost all cyclones advect biomass down toward depth while anticyclones pump biomass up toward the surface relative to surrounding waters. There is little to no variability
in the direction of anomalous eddy-induced Ekman pumping velocities within eddies of the same polarity
(Figures 4g and 4h); however, the magnitude of these velocities generally increases to the south as the ambient wind speed over the ocean increases (Monahan, 2006). The magnitude and vertical penetration of the
associated anomalous vertical advection flux increase with the magnitude of the anomalous eddy-induced
Ekman pumping velocity (Figures 5c and 5d). Relative to background climatologic values, the magnitude
of the vertical advection flux is actually slightly larger than that of the vertical mixing flux, even though
the absolute magnitude is slightly lower. Note that the small subset of eddies associated with anomalous
′
eddy-induced Ekman pumping velocities in a direction contradictory to their expected rotation (e.g., +𝛺Ek
in cyclones) are associated with smaller, less consistent, and less statistically significant vertical advection
flux anomalies (e.g., right half of Figure 5c). This likely has to do with the misidentification of some other
mesoscale features as eddies that may not be rotating as a coherent vortex.
Anomalies in the vertical distribution of biomass within South Pacific eddies are generally consistent with
their associated vertical advection flux (Figures 5e and 5f). South Pacific cyclones with anomalously downward eddy-induced Ekman pumping velocities advect biomass to depth (left side of Figure 5c) leading to
a decrease in surface biomass and increase in biomass at depth relative to surrounding waters (left side of
Figure 5g). The opposite is true in anticyclones (right half of Figures 5d and 5h). Surface biomass anomalies
are not as statistically significant, likely due to the competing effect of the anomalous vertical mixing flux
which should affect the surface ocean more often than the deep ocean due to variability in the mixed layer
depth. The small subset of eddies with anomalous eddy-induced Ekman pumping velocities in a direction
contradictory to their expected rotation exhibit an inconsistent effect on the biomass profile (e.g., right half
of Figure 5g), consistent with the likely misidentification of mesoscale features.
3.4. Depth-Resolved Seasonal Variability
To better understand seasonal variability in the mechanisms by which eddies modify biomass across the
water column, we examine the composite averaged annual cycle of depth-resolved anomaly profiles. Profiles
of the anomalous carbon fluxes (Figures 6a–6d), biological rates (Figures 6e–6j), and biomass concentrations (Figures 6k and 6l) are averaged across all large eddies in the South Pacific ACC and plotted as a
function of their seasonal progression. Throughout the year, diabatic mixing driven by mixed layer modification, and vertical advection, driven by eddy-induced Ekman pumping, transport biomass in competing
directions (Figures 6a–6d). During the winter and spring, anomalous vertical transport is dominated bclux
′
(MixC ; Figures 6a and 6b), but during the summer and fall the magnitude of both mechanisms drops to sim′
ilar levels. However, only the anomalous advection flux (WC ; Figures 6c and 6d) penetrates below the mixed
layer where the magnitude of the anomalous mixing flux drops toward 0.
As biomass is vertically transported, it is simultaneously modified by biological mechanisms, which vary in
strength and direction throughout the year. At any given depth and time, anomalous net population growth
rates (r′ ; Figures 6i and 6j) are driven by the difference between anomalous division rates (𝜇′ ; Figures 6e and
6f), which are driven by light and iron (see Rohr et al., 2020) and anomalous loss rates (l′ ; Figures 6g and
6h), which are driven primarily by grazing (see section 3.2.2). In cyclones, local net population growth rates
are depressed across the majority of the mixed layer throughout most of the year, particularly in the winter.
The opposite is true in anticyclones. The magnitude of anomalous depth-averaged, biomass-weighted, net
population growth rates is maximized when the MLD is shoaling in the early spring.
′

Depth-resolved biomass anomalies ([Cphyto ] ; Figures 6k and 6l) are in turn driven by contributions from
both physical transport and biological mechanisms. In cyclones, biomass is elevated throughout the mixed
layer during the winter when mixed layer depths are anomalously shallow (Figure 6k); even though biomass
is reduced below the mixed layer relative to surrounding waters with deeper mixed layers, the net effect is
an increase in depth-integrated biomass. In early spring the mixed layer begins to shoal, and the biomass
anomaly flips direction, becoming anomalously low, both at the surface and integrated across the water
column. By late spring biomass remains depressed in the upper ocean but becomes elevated at depth.
This vertical gradient in the anomaly field remains through the summer and fall but decreases in magnitude as the year progresses. The net result is slightly depressed surface concentrations but slightly elevated
depth-integrated inventories. The opposite is true in anticyclones (Figure 6l).
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Figure 6. Composite averaged annual cycle of depth-resolved anomaly profiles in large South Pacific eddies within the
′
′
′
′
′
′
ACC. Profiles of seasonal variability in MixC , WC , 𝜇𝛴 , l𝛴 , r𝛴 , and [Cphyto ] are plotted for cyclones on the left and
anticyclones on the right. The mean MLD in cyclones (dashed) and anticyclones (solid) is overlaid in black. Bins with
anomalies that are statistically insignificant from 0 at the 95% confidence level are marked with a black x. Above each
profile plot is either the corresponding (a–d) carbon flux into the surface ocean, (e–j) depth-averaged biomass-weighted
mean, or (k, l) the depth-integrated biomass inventory. Cyclonic (dashed lines) and anticyclonic (solid lines)
distributions are included in each plot for comparison. Bins in which the difference between cyclone and anticyclone
anomalies is statistically insignificant at the 95% confidence level are marked with a dashed vertical line. Solid vertical
lines delineate seasons.
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Figure 7. Spatial-temporal variability in the correlation between anomalous biomass and various variables associated
with its drivers within South Pacific eddies. Type II correlation coefficients are computed independently for all eddies
in a given spatial-temporal bin. The set of eddies in each bin is the same as Figures 1, 2, and 4; however, cyclones and
′
anticyclones are not partitioned. Above, the simulated surface biomass anomaly ([CPhyto ]S ) is correlated with the
′
potential for an anomaly to develop via lateral (a) stirring or (b) trapping. In the middle, [CPhyto ]S is correlated with the
′
′
anomalous flux of carbon biomass into the surface via (c) diabatic mixing (MixC,S )) and (d) advection (WC,S )). Below,
′

′

the anomalous biomass inventory (𝛴 CPhyto ) is correlated with (e) the anomalous net population growth rate (r𝛴 ),
′

which has been lagged by one month, and (f) [CPhyto ]S . The climatologic ice contour is overlaid in black. Bins with
correlation coefficients that are statistically insignificant at the 95% confidence level are marked with a black x.

4. Discussion
4.1. Seasonal Variability in Mechanisms Driving Biomass Anomalies
Eddy-modified biomass anomalies are driven by a variety of different mechanisms at different times and
in different places throughout the Southern Ocean. To help understand regional and seasonal variability in
the causes of anomalous biomass it is useful to examine the correlation between anomalous biomass and
the strength of its underlying drivers. Figure 7 provides distributions of the spatial-temporal variability of
these correlations throughout the South Pacific. The set of eddies in each bin in Figure 7 is identical to
Figures 1, 2, and 4, with the exception that cyclones and anticyclones are combined. By examining how the
strength and direction in these correlations vary it is possible to infer when and where different mechanisms
dominate what drives eddy-modified biomass anomalies. Seasonal variability in the mechanisms driving
biomass anomalies in South Pacific ACC cyclones is described below and idealized in the schematic provided
in Figure 8; similarly located anticyclones consistently respond in a symmetric manner.
4.1.1. Deep Mixing Period from Late Fall Through Early Winter
During the late fall and early winter, anomalous biomass is predominantly driven by anomalous physical
dilution. As the background mixed layer deepens, surface biomass concentrations are anomalously high in
cyclones (Figure 1a) due to reduced physical dilution across anomalously shallow mixed layers (Figure 4e).
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Figure 8. Schematic of dominant mechanisms driving anomalies in large South Pacific cyclones within the ACC. The
idealized seasonal cycle for depth-resolved background and anomalous biomass is illustrated. Darker green indicates
more background biomass, while red and blue indicate positive and negative anomalies, respectively. Circular and
straight arrows indicate the vertical mixing and advection of biomass, respectively. Below, the seasonally variable
dominant mechanisms driving these anomalies are denoted. The same mechanisms dominate in anticyclones, but
induce anomalies in the opposite direction.

This is supported by the positive correlation between anomalous surface biomass and the anomalous mixing flux of biomass into the surface ocean (Figure 7c), indicating that surface concentrations increase
′
(+[CPhyto ]′ S ) as shallower mixed layer mix less biomass to depth (+MixC,S ). The strength of this correlation
is stronger than that of anomalous surface biomass with any other plausible mechanism. Further, surface
biomass increases disproportionately relative to depth-integrated biomass (Figures 1a and 1c), and the correlation between the two is weaker than in the spring (Figure 7f). This is consistent with biomass being
consolidated across a shallower mixed layer depth relative to surrounding waters. Together, it appears that
the initial reversal in the direction of observed surface chlorophyll anomalies in the South Pacific ACC
(Dawson et al., 2018; Frenger et al., 2018; Song et al., 2018) is actually driven by physical dilution, not
biological rates, at least while the mixed layer is still actively deepening. Moving forward, this is an important distinction, especially when inferring the depth-integrated response from surface chlorophyll observed
from space.
4.1.2. Late Winter Shoaling and the Spring Bloom
During the late winter and spring anomalous biomass is predominantly driven by eddy-modified biological
rates and changes to new production. This is supported by a consistently strong, positive, and statistically
significant correlation between depth-integrated biomass and net population growth rate anomalies from
late winter until the end of spring (Figure 7e). The strength and consistency of this correlation is stronger
than that of any other mechanism. For instance, the physical dilution of surface biomass is no longer relevant once mixed layer deepening ceases (Figure 7c) and lateral stirring is expected to induce anomalies in
the wrong direction until midspring (Figures 4a and 7a Frenger et al., 2018). Although biomass anomalies
are consistently driven by eddy-modified biological rates, the direction of biomass anomalies and the mechanisms that modify biological rates vary. During the late winter, both surface and depth-integrated biomass
are elevated with annually maximized positive anomalies; however, during the spring both are depressed
with annually minimized negative anomalies (Figures 1a and 1c). This flip in the sign of biomass anomalies is preceded by a flip in anomalous net population growth rates (Figure 2e), explaining why they remain
positively correlated throughout the transition (Figure 7e).
During the late winter elevated biomass is preceded by elevated net population growth rates driven by elevated division rates. This is consistent with a bottom-up control and the hypothesis developed by Song
et al. (2018) that elevated surface chlorophyll in spring ACC cyclones is driven by relieved light limitation.
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Improved access to light in anomalously shallow mixed layers outweighs the suppressed vertical iron flux
driven by eddy-induced Ekman downwelling. Moving into the spring, as the mixed layer shoals, depressed
biomass is preceded by depressed net population growth rates driven by elevated loss rates. Even though division rates remain elevated through early spring, loss rates are elevated even more, indicative of a top-down
control. Similar periods of top-down control associated with the shoaling of deep mixed layers have been
observed in the North Atlantic (Behrenfeld et al., 2013) and simulated in the Southern Ocean (Rohr et al.,
2017) and can be attributed to improved grazing efficiency when prey is more consolidated across a shallower mixed layer (Behrenfeld, 2010). Moving forward, it is important to remember that the largest simulated
biomass anomalies in South Pacific ACC eddies are derived from changes to nutrient fluxes, light availability, and grazing pressure, as these processes can directly modify new production, the biological pump and
larger-scale biogeochemical cycling.
4.1.3. Quiescent Summer and Early Fall
During the quiescent summer and fall months anomalous surface biomass anomalies are predominantly
driven by lateral stirring and vertical eddy-induced Ekman pumping. Depressed surface biomass concentrations, consistent with observations (Frenger et al., 2018), are generally positively correlated with the
lateral stirring potential (Figure 7a). Note that the trapping potential is also often positively correlated with
anomalous surface biomass; however, the stirring potential is generally larger, more consistently statistically
significant, and better correlated with surface biomass anomalies than the trapping potential (Figures 4b
and 4d; 7a and 7b). This is consistent with observations of stirring dominating trapping in the open ocean
far from boundary currents with strong zonal chlorophyll gradients (Frenger et al., 2018). Depressed surface
biomass is also positively correlated with the anomalous downward advection of biomass from the surface
ocean (Figure 7d), which works to suppress surface biomass and inflate biomass at depth (Figures 5g and 6k).
Although surface biomass is anomalously low here, depth-integrated biomass is anomalously high due to
the lingering effect of anomalous downward eddy-induced Ekman pumping during the spring bloom. The
inflation of depth-integrated biomass can be explained by a strong anomalously downward advective flux
of biomass out of densely populated surface waters during the spring, which can then persist below a shallow mixed layer throughout the summer and fall (Figure 6c). The lateral convergence of water needed to
compensate for downwelling may also increase the depth-integrated biomass inventory. Moving forward, it
is important to remember that surface biomass and depth-integrated biomass are not necessarily modified
in the same direction.
4.2. Basin-Scale Biomass Anomalies
Despite the pronounced spatiotemporal variability in simulated eddy-modified biomass anomalies, simulated cyclones and anticyclones consistently perturb biomass in opposite directions if they are in proximate
regions at similar times. This symmetry leads to a large degree of averaging out at the basin scale. Although
individual simulated eddies can exhibit anomalous biomass as high as 10–20% of background levels, particularly in the ACC, the rectified basin-scale effect is an order of magnitude smaller, consistent with
observations (Frenger et al., 2018). The direction of the net simulated anomaly at the basin scale also varies
by basin. For example, net anomalous depth-integrated biomass in cyclones is slightly negative in the South
Pacific ACC but positive when integrated across the entire Southern Ocean. On average, in the simulated
Southern Ocean at a given time there is a total of 743 t of anomalous depth-integrated carbon biomass in
cyclones and −1,765 t in anticyclones. Together, that integrates out to an average −1,022 tonnes of anomalous biomass in all simulated Southern Ocean eddies at a given time. Qualitatively, observations agree that a
negative net Southern Ocean anomaly in anticyclones dominates a net positive anomaly in cyclones leading
to negative rectified basin-scale anomaly (Frenger et al., 2018).
Quantitatively, the magnitude of total spatially integrated anomalous biomass in all simulated Southern
Ocean eddies is equal to roughly 0.5% of the corresponding background biomass, compared to 1–4% in the
observations (Frenger et al., 2018). The larger magnitude in the observations can be attributed to a greater
asymmetry in biomass anomalies between cyclones and anticyclones. The simulation likely does not represent this asymmetry as well due to its inability to represent the asymmetry in mixed layer depth anomalies
(Rohr et al., 2020) that has been observed by Hausmann et al. (2017). If the magnitude of negative mixed layer
depth anomalies in simulated cyclones was smaller, as observed, exacerbated light limitation could lead to
decreased division rates and less biomass in simulated ACC cyclones during the late winter when anomalous division rates are driven by anomalous light availability (Rohr et al., 2020) and anomalous biomass is
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driven by anomalous division rates. Less biomass in cyclones would increase the magnitude of the simulated asymmetry, in line with observations (Frenger et al., 2018). Note, though, that this simulation does not
resolve sub mesoscale processes that could enhance the rectified iron supply (Brannigan, 2016; Mahadevan
et al., 2008) and potentially increase net primary production in both cyclones and anticyclones.
Although the rectified basin-scale biomass anomaly appears relatively small, eddy-modified biomass
anomalies, and variability in the source of these anomalies, could have a substantial effect on variability
in CO2 gas exchange in the ACC, which is driven by a delicate balance between physical and biological
processes in the Southern Ocean (Gottschalk et al., 2016) and remains ones of the largest uncertainties in
coupled climate models (Quéré et al., 2007; Toggweiler & Russell, 2008). Gas exchange is likely particularly sensitive to eddy activity during the late winter and spring when anomalous biomass is largest and
driven predominantly by modified light availability, nutrient fluxes and biological rates rather than physical
transport. Even small modifications to bloom phenology, new production, biomass distributions, and export
production in eddies could have important effects on the seasonal cycle of sea-air CO2 flux. Further, if eddy
kinetic energy increases in the South Pacific as has been predicted (Patara et al., 2016), the net suppression
of biomass in eddies could increase, reducing the size of the Southern Ocean CO2 sink (Mongwe et al., 2018)
and damping its capacity to buffer to climate change.
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5. Conclusions
Simulated Southern Ocean eddies can modify phytoplankton via several distinct pathways, leading to a large
degree of regional and seasonal variability in the ensuing biomass anomalies within them. From a biological
perspective, biomass is typically subject to depressed net population growth rates in cyclones driven from
the bottom-up by depressed division rates. The opposite is true in anticyclones. From a physical perspective, lateral transport is dominated by stirring rather than trapping throughout the year. Vertical transport
is controlled by both diabatic mixing across anomalous mixed layer depths and advection via eddy-induced
Ekman pumping. However, the relative dominance of these mechanisms is subject to regional and seasonal variability, driven by ambient environmental conditions. The most dramatic and coherent seasonal
cycle is in the South Pacific ACC. Here, in cyclones, both surface and depth-integrated biomass is elevated
in the winter and depressed in the winter. During the summer and fall surface biomass is depressed but
depth-integrated biomass is enhanced. The opposite is true anticyclones. In all South Pacific ACC eddies,
anomalous biomass is primarily driven by physical dilution via vertical mixing in the late fall and early winter, biological mechanisms in the late winter and spring, and stirring and eddy-induced Ekman pumping
in the summer and early fall. The largest biomass anomalies exceed 20% of background levels and occur
during the spring bloom period, when eddies induce biomass anomalies by stimulating or suppressing new
production, rather than physically transporting existing biomass. Even local eddy mediated changes to new
production likely have important implications for the biological pump, and sea-air CO2 flux. Spatiotemporal variability, in conjunction with the largely symmetric response to cyclones and anticyclones, leads to
basin-scale biomass anomalies that are an order of magnitude smaller than those in individual eddies. Nevertheless, a small asymmetry does exist at the basin scale: on average, net depressed biomass in cyclones
dominates net enhanced biomass in anticyclones, leading to a net depression of biomass when integrated
across the Southern Ocean throughout the year. Moving forward, much care will be needed when scaling
up local observations or inferring their implications on larger biogeochemical cycling, as eddy-modified
anomalies can derive from fundamentally different mechanisms at different times and in different places.
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